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Have you ever been curious about what it takes to get an original Broadway musical to opening

night? Ted Chapin, college student at the time, had a front row seat at the creation of Stephen

Sondheim's Follies, now considered one of the most important musicals of modern time. He

kept a detailed journal of his experience as the sole production assistant, which he used as the

basis for Everything Was Possible: The Birth of the Musical Follies, originally published in 2003.

He was there in the drama-filled rehearsal room, typing the endless rewrites, ferrying new

songs around town, pampering the film and television stars in the cast, travelling with the show

to its Boston tryout and back to New York for the Broadway opening night. With an enthusiast's

focus on detail and a journalist's skill, Chapin takes the reader on the roller-coaster ride of

creating a new and original Broadway musical. Musical theater giants, still rising in their

careers, were working at top form on what became a Tony Award-winning classic: Stephen

Sondheim, Harold Prince, and Michael Bennett. Many classic Sondheim songs like "I'm Still

Here," "Losing My Mind," and "Broadway Baby" were part of the score, some written in a hotel

room in Boston.Celebrate the 50th anniversary of Follies with Ted Chapin. A new afterword

brings the history of the show forward, diving into recent productions around the world, new

recordings, and the continued promise of a film version.

From Publishers WeeklyChapin tells how the 1971 Hal Prince/ Stephen Sondheim/Michael

Bennett musical about old theater performers created no strapping young stars, went through

multiple revisions, lost money and yet established a place in theater memory for emotional and

artistic complexity. The author, son of arts impresario Schuyler Chapin, was one of Follies's few

youngsters, a Connecticut College student observing the production as independent study but

becoming the crew's gofer. Chapin's chronology spans the practical to the exceptional, from

how tap sounds are created to the last-minute writing of Yvonne De Carlo's now-standard I'm

Still Here. He also charts Boris Aronson's multileveled sets, the dress that transformed Alexis

Smith into the show's star, the inestimable uses of previews in Boston, the Broadway opening

and the surrounding national interest in the play. Chapin doesn't dwell on the negative

audience reaction to Follies's ambiguities, leaving the play's year-long run to tell the tale.

Despite much praise and many Tony Awards, Follies closed after 522 performances. It lost

almost $800,000 and was considered a "financial failure." Still, nearly all the players

considered it a high point of their careers. Prince called it his "favorite show"; Bennett said, "So

much of that show was better than anything I've ever seen or anything I've ever done." Maybe,

as Frank Rich says, it needs time to gain its place in theater history. Whatever happens,

Chapin memorably marks the creation of a difficult, honorable work. 8 pages of color photos

and 63 b&w photos in text.Copyright 2003 Reed Business Information, Inc. --This text refers to

an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.From Booklist*Starred Review* It's a pity, but

most of the planning and preparation of a play or musical becomes lost. Sure, some artifacts

survive: costume sketches, set models, props, programs, fawning features, and caustic

reviews. But most of the behind-the-scenes work--rehearsals, rewrites, meetings of the creative

minds--goes undocumented. Chapin's chronicle of the making of Stephen Sondheim's Follies

constitutes a rare exception. In 1971 Chapin worked as a gofer for the producing team,

including directors Hal Prince and Michael Bennett, book writer William Goldman, and

Sondheim, involved in the premiere production of the soon-to-be landmark musical; and he



kept a detailed, daily journal of the show's progress. Three decades later, he has assembled

the journal entries and his memories, augmented by extensive interviews, into a fascinating

narrative. Through young Chapin's eyes we see Prince, Sondheim, and company putting

together the show that made Sondheim a cult hero. Here is Sondheim obsessing over lyrics,

Prince fretting over his nervous stomach, and the cast of older actors struggling to learn

difficult parts. Chapin traces Follies from first rehearsals in January 1971, through out-of-town

tryouts, to opening night, April 4, 1971, and beyond. A book to please Sondheim aficionados, it

should also engross anyone wanting to know the details of mounting a big-budget Broadway

show. Jack HelbigCopyright © American Library Association. All rights reserved --This text

refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.Excerpt. © Reprinted by permission.

All rights reserved.Chapter 1". . . Walking Off My Tired Feet"The week before rehearsals begin,

January 3-8Over the New Year's weekend (1971) I got a phone call from production stage

manager Fritz Holt. He asked whether I could show up at the studio at ten a.m. on Sunday,

January 3rd. I didn't think rehearsals were to begin for another week, but since I was just

hanging around at home, I agreed. The show was rehearsing at the American Theater Lab,

which filled the entire second floor of a two-story building on West Nineteenth Street, just off

Seventh Avenue, above a tire shop. It had been created for Jerome Robbins, one of America's

most talented choreographers and directors, who wanted to experiment with a European-style

workshop. The experiment didn't work, but it left a workable space in which Harold Prince liked

to rehearse his shows. The quarters were spare, but more than adequate: one large rehearsal

room big enough to represent an entire Broadway stage; a second room half its size, large

enough for dance rehearsals; and a third one even smaller, for music. Support facilities

included a couple of offices in the front, changing rooms in the back, and a commons room

with some slightly ratty sofas and chairs.Few people were around when I arrived. As I came up

the stairs I heard a piano and a number of feet thumping a steady rhythm. I reported to the first

open door I came to-the production stage manager's office, where Fritz Holt greeted me as

"our production assistant." First day, first defeat-or so I thought. "Production assistant" is the

theater euphemism for "gofer," and that's not what this experience was supposed to be. Sure, I

had done it twice before, and enjoyed it both times. But this was to be different; even though I

had agreed to be a general assistant to Ruth Mitchell, this time I simply wanted to observe the

process. That's also how I had sold it to Connecticut College, which was giving me credit for

observing a show being assembled. I hadn't proposed an independent study of fetching coffee

and sandwiches. The journal I agreed to keep would show an observer's objective eye, not the

musings of an errand boy, so when I heard myself referred to as the "production assistant," my

heart sank. But in short order I realized I was wrong. While I still had plenty of time to observe,

being the gofer gave me a real position, albeit a minor one, within the company. It also, frankly,

gave me things to do, and as the weeks went on, I ended up with some pretty responsible

tasks, including maintaining up-to-date scripts with all the constantly changing dialogue and

lyrics. I was made to feel a part of the experience, and felt accepted by the company in a way I

might not have been had I just been watching. And being the gofer gave me license to wander

into rehearsals without people feeling as if a stranger were in their midst. It provided a great

position from which to observe the goings-on.Fritz introduced me to the two other stage

managers: first assistant and dance captain George Martin, a lithe and tidy, well-groomed gray-

haired dancer who seemed a model of efficiency and discretion; and second assistant John

Grigas, an ex-dancer, somewhat older, stern faced, and with a caustic quip for every situation.

Clearly not a man to cross. His first words to me were: "We want you to go out and get us

some coffee." So I pulled out my pad, took the orders, and out I went. If a job is worth doing, I



figured, it's worth doing well-and I had learned during my first gofer experience that in New

York, "regular" coffee means coffee with milk and sugar, not "regular" as in plain. There is no

such thing as plain-black means black, regular means regular, and those who prefer regular

are sorely disappointed to open a cardboard cup and find black liquid inside. I'd made that

mistake.A musical as large as Follies needed its three stage managers. Fritz Holt, as

production stage manager, was ultimately the boss of the stage and everything behind the

curtain. It was his responsibility to schedule the overall rehearsal period and to coordinate all

technical aspects of the production. He was also the liaison with the shops-costume, props,

scenery-and with all the other support personnel who were contributing to the show. During the

rehearsals, he would stay with Hal in the large room whenever possible, marking down the

blocking and scene shifts in his master script. It would become the map by which the show

would be run once in the theater, and since he would be responsible for all understudy and

brush-up rehearsals, his script needed to be up to date and accurate. George Martin, as dance

captain, would stay with Michael, and he would notate the dances, both as a reminder of what

had happened in prior rehearsals as well as to create a choreographic map for the whole show.

John Grigas was stationed in the office, and so became the conduit for company problems and

concerns. He was also assigned the small acting role of a chauffeur. Once the show got

assembled onstage, Fritz would call the show from the stage managers' desk on stage right,

George would man his desk on stage left, and John would float backstage and assist any

performer who needed guidance or a helping hand.During rehearsals, the stage managers

were clearly in charge of logistics. Schedules were their responsibility, not only of who would be

using which room, but who would be needed for what rehearsal. As I was shown around, each

room's use was described to me. Today the midsized rehearsal room was Michael Bennett's

domain, as evidenced by the sounds of dance rehearsals already in progress. The music room

was empty, with only a piano and a couple of chairs placed about. When we got to the large

rehearsal room, John said, ". . . and this is where Mr. Prince will be working, so always check

first with Fritz before coming in here." I was shown where I should park myself in the common

hallway while waiting for tasks, always making myself available, never in anyone's way, but near

the bulletin board and the pay phone. "Get yourself a clipboard and always be poised for

action," he said. The whole place looked organized, and the stage managers' office was most

organized of all-desk, typewriter, phone, cups of pens and pencils, stacks of current scripts,

neat piles of music, etc. There was also a two-drawer filing cabinet. "This is where Mr. Prince

keeps his stuff," John said, and then, pointing to the lower drawer, ". . . and this is where he

keeps his Courvoisier." (It wasn't Courvoisier; it was Fernet-Branca, a digest if that had been

recommended to Hal as a cure for his anxiety-prone gut, or what he referred to as "JBS-Jewish

Boy Stomach." Once he found out it contained alcohol, he stopped having it around.)Through

the wall I heard a piano playing one particular section of one song over and over while several

voices sang, repeatedly: "Mirror, mirror, on the wall, who's the saddest gal in town?" The

dancers were working with Michael Bennett and his long-time assistant Bob Avian. John

Berkman, the dance-music arranger, was at the keyboard. Paul Gemignani, the show's

percussionist, was at the trap set. "Who's That Woman?" was being created. More on that

later.Harold Prince arrived at noon. He greeted me warmly and said that the day before, he had

turned to his ever-present associate Ruth Mitchell-called Ruthie by one and all-and said:

"Where's Ted? Get him down here now, for God's sake. We can always keep him busy!" The

place seemed far too empty for Hal; he was anxious to get rehearsals going. He wandered

around, trying to find things to do. Walking into the empty large rehearsal room, the one I had

been told would be his, he said, "I just want to start! Give me some actors, please!" Outlines of



the intricately tiered set had been taped out on the floor; it passed his inspection. By week's

end there would be movable platforms approximating the levels of the set, but for now the

traditional masking tape would have to do. Back in the stage managers' office, he pulled out a

transparency of the poster for the show and proudly taped it to the window, declaring it to be

"the best poster I have ever had." Colorful and striking, it had been created by David Byrd, a

longhaired young artist whose distinctive style was first noticed in his psychedelic poster for the

Fillmore East-sometimes called nouveau art nouveau. He had walked into Hal's office one day

and said, "I want to do posters for you." Hal said, "Sure," and luckily his initial take on Follies

led to this artwork, which both Hal and the advertising agency felt was the best idea presented.

It bore a superficial resemblance to his poster for Godspell, with one central face as the focal

point. But the figure in Follies was bolder and more striking, an austere face with droopy and

prominent eyelids-presumably a woman-looking up and out, wearing the rest of the poster,

including the bold lettering proclaiming the title of the show, as if it were a headdress. (A stark

black-and-white photograph of Marlene Dietrich was said to be an inspiration.) Running from

her lower right cheek, across her stone face and continuing up her left cheek through the "E" of

"FOLLIES," was a long, widening crack. Something was clearly amiss in the image of this

American icon. The colors were very strong, with shades of orange in the space below where

all the credits would ultimately go, and dark blues at the top with nighttime stars shining

through. The long hair was drawn with pop-art detail, similar to the Godspell poster but in vivid

colors, and around the outside was a border of orange and blue. It seemed appropriate, yet

very strong.With only one dance number actually in rehearsal, Hal didn't know what to do. He

tried to get in touch with anyone he could find via phone. First was Florence Klotz, the costume

designer. "Where is she? She could be designing a costume now and could bring a sketch

down at the ... --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.From the

Inside FlapIn 1971, college student Ted Chapin was in the right place at the right time. <br>As

a production assistant, or gofer, he found himself front row center at the creation of one of the

greatest of all Broadway musicals: <i>Follies.</i> And since (as part of a college assignment)

he kept a journal of everything he saw and heard, he was able to document–in unprecedented

detail–how a musical is actually made.<br><br>Now, thirty years later, he has fashioned that

eyewitness account into an extraordinary chronicle that sheds new light on a still-evolving art

form while vividly capturing an era long gone.<br>“If there has ever been an account of the

creation of a major Broadway production as complete, candid, and apocrypha-free as this one,”

writes Frank Rich in the foreword, “I have not found it.”<br><i>Everything Was Possible</i>

takes the reader on the roller-coaster ride that is the musical-making process, from the

uncertainties of casting to drama-filled rehearsals, from the care and feeding of one-time movie

stars like Alexis Smith and Yvonne De Carlo to the tension of that first performance, from the

pressures of an out-of-town tryout to the exhilaration of opening night on Broadway.<br>But

this was not just any rehearsal process, nor a typical opening night. This was the almost

mythical <i>Follies,</i> the work Rich calls “the most elusive of landmark musicals.” Its creators

were Stephen Sondheim, Hal Prince, Michael Bennett, and James Goldman–giants in the

evolution of the Broadway musical, geniuses at the top of their game.<br><br>“Lord knows at

least I was there,” goes a Sondheim lyric from <i>Follies.</i> In <i>Everything Was Possible,</

i> we all are there–at the birth of a musical that shimmers to this day. --This text refers to an out

of print or unavailable edition of this title.About the AuthorTed Chapin is President of the

Rodgers & Hammerstein Organization in New York. A production assistant on the original

production of Follies, he has worked on several other Broadway shows as well. He has been

Chair of the Advisory Committee for the Encores! series at City Center since its inception and



sits on several arts boards, including the American Theatre Wing and the Tony Award

Administration Committee. --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this

title.Review"One of the top-10 must read theater books of all time." - Theatermania.com --This

text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.Read more
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J. J. Mandler, “Fascinating Look into Creation of a Great Musical. "Follies" always will be a

challenging show. I've seen three productions (New York, 1971; London, 1987; and London,

2019). Each was different, with different tone. It is a daring show, causing the viewer

sometimes to confront his or her own life. Having now seen it as a teenager, a near 30 year

old and a 60 year old, I can say that my reaction has changed over the years. Now I am more

sympathetic of the frustrations and feelings of failure the lead characters experience. This

book is a fascinating companion piece to the show itself. Learning in great detail how the show

came together has been very absorbing. Maybe there's just a little too much detail from time to

time, but better that than any element be omitted. If you are a fan of musical theatre, and of

"Follies" in particular, this is a must-read book.”

Len Lovallo, “Excellent theatre history on the musical Follies.. This book was well written and

very informative. Anyone has ever seen the Broadway musical Follies will love this book. The

research behind this book is superb. As a writer myself who has a published about the works of

Agatha Christie, I understand how much effort was put into this excellent book. They should be

more like it, we should have a book on Company, , Mame, Hello Dolly to name a few . It just

brings theater to life for the reader.”

krebsman, “Best book about Broadway since The Season. In 1971 Ted Chapin was a 20-year



old college student who found a way to wangle a job as a production assistant (gofer) on

FOLLIES and get college credit for it. No doubt, Chapin's family connections helped him a

great deal (which he readily admits) and I'm sure that because of it he was treated with far

more respect than the average gofer. But connections or not, he was still a kid in love with the

theatre. Chapin's youthful enthusiasm and hero worship shine through the book. The part that

really melted my heart was when realizes he's the first person to type the lyrics for a new

Sondheim song, "I'm Still Here." And you realize that even though today Chapin is powerful

and successful, he still takes great pride in having been the first person to type the lyrics for

"I'm Still Here."At the time of FOLLIES it was not unusual for shows to go into rehearsal with

large sections of the script (the ending, for example) marked, "To Be Written." (Things are not

like that today.) There are changes that happen in rehearsals, such as taking away "Losing My

Mind" from Alexis Smith and giving it to Dorothy Collins. (It finally worked!) We see the

changes that the show makes in its Boston tryout and the differences they make. There are

great photos of the stars in the wigs and costumes that didn't work and were discarded. We

read about the dramatic changes that happen when "Can That Boy Foxtrot" gets replaced by

"I'm Still Here" and "Uptown and Downtown" gets replaced by "Lucy and Jessie." Then there

were the trials of Alexis Smith losing her voice and Gene Nelson's son becoming involved in a

life-threatening situation on the West Coast. Could the understudies go on? They've had no

rehearsal at all! The cast was composed mostly of older people who had difficulty

remembering lines and learning dance routines, in addition to being terrified to move on Boris

Aronson's severely raked stage.I liked all the detail that Chapin includes in the book, like what

the show was like from the orchestra pit, how the lyric sheets were punctuated, visits to the

scene and costume workshops, etc. Chapin vividly presents a large cast of characters. I got a

kick out of old Ethel Shutta getting off a few zingers at Fifi D'Orsay's expense. Early in

rehearsals Yvonne DeCarlo appears to take a shine to young Chapin and he becomes her

frequent escort, much to the horror of Hal Prince and Stephen Sondheim. Dorothy Collins

supposedly told her to "Keep your hands off that nice young man." We see Alexis Smith

working with everything she's got to make the show her own, all the while denying that she's

put very much effort into her career. There's a cameo by Angela Lansbury (who was trying out

PRETTYBELLE in Boston while FOLLIES was there for its tryout). Lansbury asks DeCarlo

after seeing a matinee if this was her first time on stage. DeCarlo later explains it by saying

that Angie must have been in a state of shock over her own show's premature

closing.FOLLIES went on to become a landmark in the American theatre, running nearly two

years, despite losing its entire investment. FOLLIES still sparks arguments today. Was it

brilliant? Or a pretentious mess? This book is a great addition to the FOLLIES legend.

Chapin obviously took great joy in simply being there and that joy shines through the pages of

this book. Whether you're a FOLLIES fan or not (and I'm not), this book is a must-read for

theatre buffs.”

Richard LeComte, “Wish you were there. The immense immediacy of Ted Chapin's "Follies"

memoir puts you right in the middle of a chaotic rehearsal period. Alas, the era Chapin

remembers is as far gone to us as the era "Follies" intended to evoke. He rarely pauses for

breath as he takes us through the thrilling rehearsal period of a musical with cast that mixed

young and old and a range of temperaments. The parts where he talks about Yvonne DeCarlo

are both fascinating and a little weird.Unintentionally, Chapin puts his finger on what exactly

was wrong with "Follies" 33 years ago -- the creators never seemed to have a clear, hit-your-

head-with-a-hammer conception of what it all meant. The musical seemed to create itself, and



the result baffled as many people as it pleased. The creators even sought out a Harvard

undergrad who had written an essay on the show during its Boston tryout. (Read the book to

find out who the undergrad was, but rest assured it wasn't Ted Kaczynski.) I was too young to

see it, but I really, really wish I was there.The characters of the actors and creative team come

through, with the possible exception of Jim Goldman, who seemed to have distanced himself

from the cast. Some surprises: Hal Prince gave line readings to the actors, and even stars

making a lot of money for the time could routinely make mistakes. Nevertheless, Chapin has a

profound sense of decency and understanding, and he never paints any of these people in an

overly negative way.Another thing that comes through in Chapin's memoir is his audacious

efficiency. Based on this account, Chapin was a dream gofer, coordinating the demands of a

script that just kept spinning out of control. I could never have done it. Hats off.While reading

the book, I often found myself singing the "Follies" score aloud; it is brilliant, and I'll never

understand why critics of the time dismissed Stephen Sondheim's music. Neither, I suspect,

did Chapin. For theater buffs, this book will make you yearn to head to your local little theater

group and jump right in.”

Eric H., “A ‘MUST’ IF YOU LOVE ‘FOLLIES’!. Having seen the 1987 London production with

both casts and television relay of the concert version from Avery Fisher Hall, and most recently,

the hugely successful revival at the National Theatre London, one could say I’m a ‘Follies’

fan...So for me this account of how Sondheim’s masterpiece was actually put together through

trials and tribulations, to bring, what was at the time, this groundbreaking musical to the stage,

is a real insight, as told by someone who was working on it.Anyone interested in musical

theatre and Broadway in particular and those who love this show will enjoy this book.How

times have changed since 1971! I’ve often wondered about that first production and here in

meticulous detail is how it came about. The style may not be entirely to everyone’s taste - just

as ‘Follies’ has proved time and again....but all aspects of the whole operation are covered and

as the show gradually comes together it becomes hard to put this tome down!‘Follies’ has

survived and continues to be performed, even though it’s expensive to mount given the large

cast, orchestra and design considerations.‘FOLLIES’ is like a lyric from one of its own

numbers:“Good times and bum times,I’ve seen them all, and my dear,I’M STILL HERE!”From

my own point of view this was one of the best books I’ve ever read.(Lots of b/w photos and

some stunning colour plates)HIGHLY RECOMMENDED.Stop Press!: The National Theatre

have just announced that ‘FOLLIES’ will return to their repertoire early 2019!Casting?

“Everything is up for grabs!” Quote from the director.....This staging was the one Sondheim had

waited 36 years to see!2019.... FOLLIES returns even better than ever! With major cast

changes and many rôles being reprised, the show has obviously been tweaked and slickened

up and the result is phenomenal. Sold out performances are again the order of the day.This

has to be the definitive production of this great musical!READ THIS BOOK! þ�þ�þ�þ�þ�”

NickG, “Gripping read!. One of the best musical theatre books I have read. The birth of a

Broadway show laid bare. Written with an obvious love and affection for all concerned.Brilliant!”

Kevin James, “Very valuable document. Amazing book. Couldn't put it down. What a

phenomenal genius producer Harold Prince was in the 1970s, so tireless in his efforts to

perfect this behemoth of a production and save it from the too-hasty talons of tetchy critics! The

image of Sondheim pacing the back of the auditorium on opening night, whisky bottle in hand,

is just one of many that will stick. Fair, balanced, thorough, this is great reportage, essential



reading for any fan of Broadway.”

allenr, “How a great show got that way. If you love Sondheim this is a real treat. Insightful,

informed, very first-person, fly on the wall.”

Keith S, “A must for the fans of musicals. This is a must have for anyone who is interested in

musical theatre. As a young man Ted Chapin was given a job as a goffer on a new musical and

that musical happened to be Follies. A great fly on the wall experience written years later when

Mr Chapin found his original diary and notes.”

The book by Cida  Costa has a rating of  5 out of 4.9. 129 people have provided feedback.
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